
Tudur College 

In a land full of educational establishments, one stands out above the rest. Located between 

Éamonn and Praibhir lies the Tudur College’s campus/village. Prestigious, comprehensive 

and qualified. A place for learning the most important aspects of Methríaine society. The 

school prepares citizens to meet the country's constant need to innovate and grow. 

It is divided into six wings, each with its own specializations: Science, agronomy, magic, law, 

art and engineering. Each wing has its own sector within campus, prepared for the vicissitu-

des of its fields. They are all connected to the central sector, where the main building and a 

small varied market are located. Being a place dedicated to learning, violence is clearly 

prohibited. This goes beyond its scale, what matters is abandoning barbaric attitudes. 

Each career has its own citizenship requirements. Its costs, variables of course, depending 

on the degree of knowledge taught. It is up to each master to define how long they last, and 

how much they cost, but it is recommended that it be a matter of years. Remember that for 

Mhetríaine’s citizens education is under scholarship (to a lesser or greater degree) but not 

for foreigners. In fact, their cost should increase. Completing a career confers benefits for a 

character, always at the master's discretion, but in line with the achievement: XP, access to 

motes with requirements, fame, faction hierarchy, permanent bonuses, etc. 

All students have faction hierarchy 1, but in order to advance in position they must become 

collegiate members. Ranks between 3 and 4 within the faction are administrative staff, assis-

tants, cleaning personnel, etc. Meaning, the people who do the hard work. From hierarchy 5 

onwards, only members of the collegiate body are accepted, that is, professors and career 

directors. It is the high-ranking members who have a little more work outside of teaching at 

school. Occasionally they are required to undertake some type of mission for the school’s 

benefit (or the country’s). Field investigations, foreign school’s collaborations, diplomatic or 

commercial missions, espionage... The professor job opens doors that other fields do not. 

The high ranked take advantage of their subordinates to raise the prestige of the school. 

Each wing has a director, head of all material and themorque resources within the wing. Ad-

ditionally, the college has a senior dean. Normally these positions are for life, although they 

must be revalidated by the central senate every 5 years. 

Name Position Personality Ambition 

Gwenlyth Bach Dean Calm and rational Prevent Mhetríaine’s 

annexation to Fegis  

Frank Roberts Agronomy director Supportive and persistent  Evangelize Mhetríaine  

Eldus Firentis 

Poeta 

Art director Sensitive and superb  Finding the ultimate 

emotion 

Iwan Sayce Science director Perfectionist and greedy  Living happily and 

comfortably   

Carys Iorwerth Law director Traditionalist and honest  Prepare future leaders 

in likeness  

Aled ap Gareth 

ap Dylon 

Engineering director Dependent and lazy  Develop a fusion bet-

ween magic and ma-

chinery  

Roana Ruairc Magic director Dominant and Calculating  Becoming the Dean 


